
ANALYSIS THIRTEEN DAYS CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS AP U S HISTORY

Read about the tense standoff between the United States and the Soviet APUSH: KCâ€‘ The origins of the Cuban
Missile Crisis lie in the failed Bay of Pigs invasion, .. Why did the CIA tell JFK that people hated Castro if they liked him,
this is carriagehouseautoresto.com

The arms race burdened both superpowers and contributed to the eventual implosion of the Soviet empire.
There were easier ways to deter an invasion; Soviet ground troops in Cuba could serve as a trip wire to bring
Moscow into any conflict, or Cuba could be included in Soviet defense agreements. Privately it was agreed
that the Jupiter missiles positioned in Turkey would be withdrawn in a few months, but that the decision
would not be publicly tied to the agreement about Cuba. Kennedy will never forget the fear that swept through
homes and cities when the president appeared on television, grave and gray, to proclaim a crisis. Among
others, Senator Richard Russell believes that an immediate airstrike is necessary and that anything else is an
sign of weakness, declaring "we're either a world class power or we're not. We clamored for enlightenment,
and officials mumbled about trouble in Berlin. S in regard to Cuba. Other nations reached for the diplomatic
prowess that nuclear weapons seemed to confer. Air Force builds mock-ups of Soviet SA-2 missile launchers
to prepare pilots for bombing runs. Ambassador to the U. He thought the Soviet leader intended for his
missiles to be discoveredâ€”to invigorate his campaign against the West. It's conspicuously weird of the film
to have plonked him at the centre of events. They have both been told by their CIA case officer that they must
successfully disrupt copper extraction "or don't bother to come back alive. Thirteen months later he would be
killed in Dallasâ€”by a psychotic admirer of Fidel Castro. Joint Chiefs of Staff, shown above meeting in their
conference room, which was known as "the Tank," propose to remove the missiles using 3, air strikes against
Cuba over five days. The U. But early Saturday, Moscow broadcast a colder message asking as well for an
American withdrawal from Turkey. A total blockade? At the prospect of negotiation, however, Kennedy still
could not decide what price he was willing to pay for a Soviet withdrawal of the missiles. Fidel Castro, the
pro-Soviet president of Cuba, felt betrayed by the Soviet leadership, since he had not been consulted at all on
the settlement. It's certainly one-sided, but historically this is legitimate. On the 19th, he flew to the Midwest
for a series of campaign appearances. On Sunday, October 21, Kennedy decided to address the nation the
following day and tell them of his decision. Khrushchev met with his advisors and decided he was not
prepared to start a war. S] can attack us and we will respond -- this could all end up in a big war. So when
Kennedy and the Soviet leader met in Vienna in June , Khrushchev pummeled the American leader with
threats to end Western occupation rights in Berlin and then watched with satisfaction when the president
acquiesced in the building of the Berlin Wall. But we will not immediately attack. Kennedy subsequently
requests the preparation of a brief to establish the legal basis of such a blockade. Instead, there's a shot of
O'Donnell throwing an American football moodily at a sofa, while the president remains unfailingly
statesmanlike. A Soviet ship, which was not suspected of carrying weapons, was also allowed through. For the
climactic hours of decision, the president cut short a campaign visit to Chicago, feigning a bad cold and a
slight fever. With the Pentagon pressing for just such an attack, the president made doubly sure that no one
assumed he had already decided to strike. All this undemocratic secrecy served a policy purpose. Casting
Presumably, this decision was made because O'Donnell was the most high-profile role Costner could play
without wrecking the movie the prospect of his taking on JFK doesn't bear thinking about. Stevenson to
confront Soviet Ambassador Valerian Zorin about the missiles. First have them read the following statement
that Kennedy made on September 4, , warning the Soviets against placing missiles in Cuba.


